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Eye of the wind, whose bearing in 
A changeful sky the sage 
Birds are never wrong about 
And mariners must gauge 

The drift of flight, the fluttered jib 
Are what we knew it by: 
Seafarers cannot hold or sight 
The wind's elusive eye.

That eye, whose shifting moods inspire 
The sail and trim the sheet, 
Commands me, though I can but steer 
Obliquely towards it.



FOREWORD

i AM without question the luckiest, and I believe the happiest man 
I know. As this is to be a story about me, I must make this plain at 
the outset: I am basically a happy person. I have gone through life 
supposing myself also to be quite simple. This may in itself be an 
over-simplification or perhaps I am just too lazy to enter into any 
lengthy introspection. My story tells what has happened to me 
rather than what I am or have been. It looks outwards rather than 
in, with an eye for events and adventure.

An autobiographer would be unnaturally lacking in vanity if he 
did not hope that his reader would entertain some sympathy for 
him by the time his story was told. Inevitably I hope that my story 
may lead to the ultimate conclusion that I am not a bad fellow 
really. Those parts of my life which might not lead to this con 
clusion are likely to be omitted, and though I suppose few auto 
biographical books set out to tell the truth, the whole truth and 
nothing but the truth, a certain ingenuousness (coupled with the 
danger of being found out) forces me to give this warning at the 
beginning. Stories which I have been telling for years with great 
conviction, believing them to be true to the smallest detail, have 
proved after careful research among my papers to be greatly 
garbled. Such stories can be corrected, but what of the host of other 
reminiscences of which no contemporary record remains ? Must I 
water them all down in the sacred name of truth, or can the reader 
be trusted to apply the 'Scott reduction index' an arbitrary figure 
of between twenty and fifty per cent by which all lengths, breadths, 
weights, distances and vehement statements should automatically 
be reduced? As an old Cambridge don once said to me: "My 
poor boy! Let this be a lesson to you only to believe half of what 
you hear."

XI
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CHAPTER i The Window

ALL animals have interested me, and birds more than others, but 
wild geese have an almost mystical importance. Long ago I 
decided that my home must always be within sight and sound of the 
winter wild geese, which, in itself, drastically limits the choice of 
locality. There is only a small number of places in Britain where, 
from one spot, one can be sure of seeing and hearing wild geese 
daily through the winter months. On such a spot, close to the 
estuary of the River Severn, stands the house in which I live with 
my family. We built it on that precise spot for that precise reason, 
and in winter time the White-fronted Geese feed in the fields all 
around us. At dawn they stream over us on their morning flight 
and under the full moon the night echoes with their wild cry. It is 
just as I planned it long ago.

As I start to write this book on sgth March, 1957, I am sitting 
in the window of my studio. It is no ordinary window, for it is ten 
feet across and eight feet high, and it looks out upon water and 
birds and the green fields of Gloucestershire. From my armchair 
the window frames a picture of endless beauty, activity and 
diversity a picture which gives me a peculiary intense pleasure, 
because its composition is my own creation. A pool with islands 
reflects the flash of the setting sun in the ripples made by the 
ducks and geese that are swimming on it. There is a great crowd 
of birds, 300 or more, of many different kinds from all over the 
world. They have not long been fed and the nearest are dibbling at 
the water's edge less than six feet away from where I sit. Many of 
the birds are tame ones, brought from distant countries to live 
together here in the Vale of Berkeley Ringed Teal from Brazil, 
Barrow's Goldeneyes from Iceland, Ruddy Ducks from North 
America, Ne-ne Geese from Hawaii, White-winged Wood Ducks
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The light has gone, but still very dimly I can see the black 
birds moving about on the dark blue water and the black shapes 
of them as they fly against the dark blue sky; the whole background 
of the picture beyond the window is ultramarine in contrast to the 
red light of the room, which lies across it in reflection.

A pair of ducks circles round over the pond, out over the 
pollard willows until the two black specks are lost against the 
loom of the elm trees beyond and in the red reflection of the lamp 
shade behind me. I project their line of flight, following the course 
they will take if they come round again, and up they sweep out 
of the red glow and above the elms, round as they head the 
wind and . . . splash . . . down on to the pond. The elms line 
one of the fields where the wild geese feed in winter. The wild 
Whitefronts of the Severn Estuary have gone east on the first 
stage of the long migration which will take them to their breeding 
grounds in Arctic Russia; they left a fortnight ago, and only a week 
or two before that I was out under those elms in the rain-soaked 
dusk. We were setting a net to catch the geese in order to mark 
them with rings on their legs; and before daylight on the following 
morning we were back again putting the finishing touches to our 
work before the geese should come. For me it was a memorable 
morning; its dawn was cold and grey and cheerless with a south 
easterly wind which promised rain.

A single goose called out of the darkness and then passed low 
over the field, only just visible against the sky. He was the 
mysterious and still unexplained scout, the forerunner of the great 
skeins, who flies yelping over the feeding-ground in the early 
gloom a few minutes before the main flocks arrive. Then above 
the song of the wind in the old elms we heard the first clamour of 
the main flight. We ran to the hedge, and stood there half hidden 
by it, as wave after wave of geese passed low over our heads. It 
was too dark for them to see us through the thin hawthorn branches 
and to us the birds were no more than black silhouettes against 
the low grey clouds.

To each of the five of us watching they meant something 
different. To one they were a wholly new experience, to another 
his habitual quarry as a wildfowler (here flying much lower than 
usual); to the third a newly acquired object of scientific study, 
and to the fourth familiar birds whose behaviour had occupied his 
time as a professional biologist for the last eight years. To me they 
were something different again. They were the single continuing 
passionate interest of my life, as a painter, and as a naturalist 
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Why, when I flushed the geese from their first field, did two small 
lots go off into the distance instead of yielding to the powerful 
mechanisms which hold the flock together ? Small mysteries these, 
leading up to the much larger mysteries of migration and naviga 
tion and the evolution of the traditions which order the life of a 
wild goose. To a naturalist these were signposts on a road whose 
end was far over the horizon; and I had been a naturalist ever 
since I could remember, for I had become a naturalist by the 
design of my parents.

A few days before he died in his tent in the Antarctic on 2gth 
March, 1912, forty-five years ago to the day when I began this 
book, my father wrote to my mother:

"Make the boy interested in Natural History. It is better than 
games. They encourage it at some schools . . ."

I was two-and-a-half-years old then and I cannot remember a 
time when I have not been interested in Natural History. But my 
first memory is of fire and panic at a Christmas party.
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Part of the fascination of this autobiography lies in following the development of Peter 
Scott's interests, aims, individuality; much in his past life has led him to his present home 
at Slimbridge, Gloucestershire.

Here is the story of his childhood in London, at Sandwich, and abroad, and pictures of 
the famous people he saw with the eyes of a child: Barrie, his beloved godfather; 
Lord Knutsford, his guardian; Axel Munthe, met on a holiday, whose complete course 
he changed; Edward Hilton Young. \vho became his stepfather . . . Then his schooldays: 
Oundle and the real beginning of his bent for natural history; his first taste of bird- 
watching, his pet ferret, the bats he kept; his preference always for living creatures rather 
than specimens and dissection; his illustration of Adventures with Birds by Three Schoolboys.

Trinity College, Cambridge, where he .roof-climbed with Gino Watkins, Jack Longland, 
'Bunny' Fuchs; where wildfowling, painting, sailing became absorbing pursuits not on 
the University curriculum. Though he no longer goes armed to kill the things he loves  
whether duck or deer how he recaptures these punt-gunning expeditions by day and 
night! Out of his undergraduate painting and the sale of some of these bird-pictures  
came the decision to study at Munich State Academy and the Royal Academy Schools, 
London. Out of his collection of tame wildfowl at the East Lighthouse, Sutton Bridge, 
Lincolnshire, came the first of his travels in search of birds and the certainty of what he 
wished to do above all. When his war service was over, a December evening of 1945 
found him squelching up a muddy lane towards a cottage and century-old disused duck 
decoy, his mind full of future plans.

The whole life-story is here, from his earliest memories to the creation and development of 
the Wildfowl Trust. At The New Grounds, with Philippa, his wife, and his children, 
two daughters and a son, he knows real and rare contentment. "It is just as I promised 
myself it would be, when I first decided my home must be within sight and sound of wild 
geese."
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